The evolution of artificial plasma clouds (e.g., barium) in the earth's ionosphere continues to be of interest to space plasma physicists after more than two decades of research.
The plasma dynamics associated with ionospheric clouds are of interest since they provide a diagnostic of the ambient ionospheric environment, and also provide experimental data for the study of plasma instabilities. Of particular interest is the onset and evolution of the E x B gradient drift instability (Simon, 1963; Hoh, 1963) .
which is believed to cause the gross structuring of plasma clouds, i.e.,
field-aligned striations (Linson and Workman, 1970) . This instability is also believed to be responsible for, at times, the structuring of the ambient, high latitude F region ionosphere (Keskinen and Ossakow, 1983) .
The E x B gradient drift instability is an interchange mode and is driven by a neutral wind or dc electric field in an inhomogeneous, weakly collisional plasma. A substantial amount of theoretical and computational research has been carried out to understand the E x B gradient drift instability and its relevance to ionospheric structure (Volk and Haerendel,
1971
; Perkins et al., 1973; Zabusky et al., 1973; Shiau and Simon, 1972 ; :2 Perkins and Doles, 1975; Scannapieco et al., 1976; Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1979; Keskinen et al., 1980; McDonald et al., 1980 McDonald et al., , 1981 Huba et al., 1983; Sperling, 1983 Sperling, , 1984 Overman et al., 1983; Sperling and Glassman, 1985; Sperling et al., 1984; Drake et al., 1985) .
The bulk of theoretical analyses to date have been based on the local approximation in slab geometry. The local approximation is appropriate for sq unstable modes which have wavelengths much shorter than the scale length of the density gradient associated with the cloud boundary (i.e., kL >> 1 where k is the wavenumber and L is the density gradient scale length) (Huba et al., 1983, Huba and Zalesak, 1983) .
However, the observed gross structuring of plasma clouds seems to suggest that the dominant modes have kL < I so that the local approximation may not be valid. The slab or onedimensional En -nOCx)] models of plasma clouds do not include a number of important physical effects which appear in more realistic two-dimensional models. The polarization of large plasma clouds in 2D greatly reduces the relative slip velocity of the cloud and the ambient neutral wind thereby weakening the E x B gradient drift instability (Overman et al., 1983;  -. Zalesak and Huba, 1984) . Furthermore, convection and/or propagation of the perturbations from the unstable backside to the stable frontside of the % 'P'.
cloud may influence the overall stability of 2D models. that the parallel effects can strongly influence the linear stability of ionospheric plasma clouds by stabilizing the short wavelength modes (Sperling, 1983; Sperling et al., 1984; Sperling and Glassman, 1985; Drake et al., 1985) . However, these investigations have been based on a ID cloud model and the need to consider a 2D cloud model is apparent. Thus, in this
• .. -.
paper we study the influence of parallel dynamics on the stability of 2D that the finite parallel dynamics can dramatically alter the E x B gradient drift instability. Unlike the limit k z . 0, exponentially growing global eigenmodes can exist when k z 0. As k z is increased above a threshold value, the unstable modes localize at a finite angle away from the backside; at a point where the diamagnetic propagation velocity (Vd) balances the convective flow velocity of the background plasma around the cloud (Vb). We find that the E x B gradient drift instability is stable when Vd > Vb so that the cloud is no longer susceptible to large-acale structuring.
We apply these results to ionospheric barium clouds and
estimate that they will cease structuring when L < (cT/eB)(M+2)/2V where n , ,
L is the transverse size of the cloud, T -Te + Ti is the total temperature, M -nc/nb, and nc is the cloud density, nb is the background density, and V n is the neutral wind velocity. For mid-latitude barium .'
releases at -180 km we estimate L -160 #% 480 m which is consistent with observations.
The organization of the paper is as follows.
In the next section we present the assumptions and general equations used in the analysis. In Section III we derive the dispersion equation and in Section IV we present analytical and numerical results. In Section V we investigate the possibility of exponentially growing global eigenmodes.
Finally, in
Section VI we summarize our findings and discuss the application of our theory to the evolution of ionospheric barium clouds.
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II. GENERAL EQUATIONS AND EUILIBRIUM
The general three dimensional equations for a warm plasma cloud in a uniform magnetic field B -B e z and a background neutral wind V n Vn ex (see Fig. 1 We consider a simple equilibrium consisting of a cylindrical waterbag of radius r cand density n in a uniform background flb:
where H is the Heaviside function. We investigate the stability of this equilibrium by considering small perturbations f(r,e,z,t) and 0(r,e,z,t) around n o and P 00* Since the equilibrium is independent of z, we can expand the perturbations in plane waves in the z direction (n, -exp ik z) without loss of generality. In the perpendicular plane such a simple expansion is not generally possible since the equilibrium depends on both r and e. Equations (4) and (5) yield the linearized equations, .
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Equations (9) are solved separately in the region r > rc and r < r c' and the solutions are then matched using boundary conditions which are obtained from the equations for r ar c In the limit k = 0, this procedure is
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further simplifications must be made.
We limit the calcula-tion to perturbations for which a/ae >> 1.
In this limit
the e dependence of n and € can be represented by the eikonal *, n -exp[iS(6)] where VS -ik (e) e e .
(10)
In this limit the perturbations are strongly localized around the boundary rc and decay exponentially away from this boundary. Thus, for r s rc we
where + and -, refer to the region r > r and r < rc, respectively. The specific range of parameters for which the form of i given in (11) is valid will be presented later. Similar expressions can be written for +(r, ).
Finally, we assume n and $ grow exponentially in time with a growth rate Y. For the present, Y must be considered a local growth rate Y(9). With the form of 4 (and n) given in (11), (9a) and (9b) reduce to algebraic expressions for kr -in the regions r rc, The matching conditions for n + and k at r r can be derived from (9).
The radial E x B convection of the cloud cayses the density n to be singular at the cloud boundary (third term in the continuity equation).
It is convenient therefore to separate out the singular behavior of n so that in the region r -rc
The potential 0 remains finite at the boundary so (9a) can be written as
Equation (15) now contains no singularities at r = r c .
However, 0 is discontinuous across r = rc since it Is zero for r < rc and finite for r > r c . The parallel diffusion coefficient Dle is also generally not continuous across the boundary. These discontinuities must be balanced by a corresponding jump in the potential at the boundary. This condition can also be derived from the requirement that the tangential electric field across the boundary off the plasma cloud be continuous. The continuity equation then reduces to
The matching condition ffor kr, can be derived by integrating (9b) across the boundary,
Equations (13) and (16)-(18) can then be combined into a single relation between k and k,
Equations (12) and (19) constitute a local dispersion equation for the E x B instability with k * 0 based on a 2D waterbag equilibrium.
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IV. EVALUATION OF THE LOCAL DISPERSION EQUATION
We ffirst evaluate the local growth rate Y(8) by solving the dispersion equation given by (12) and (19). We consider two limits: the cold plasma limit (T -0) and the warm plasma limit (T 0).
A. Cold Plasma Limit: T -0I
In the cold plasma limit (19) simplifies to
where
since D a 71= 0. Equations (12c) and (12b) for kr remain unchanged. In *the limit of small kzV (12a) and (12b) yield
and the growth rate Y can then be calculated from (20),
where m -k r is the poloidal mode number. The growth rate peaks at 8 -0
(the backside of the plasma cloud) and is linearly proportional to m. The growth rate in (21) is consistent with previous rigorous and heuristic " investigations of the stability of circular waterbag models of plasma clouds (Overman et al., 1983; Zalesak and Huba, 1984) . For 8 * 0, the second term on the right side of (21b) causes the mode to propagate at a finite frequency. This propagation results as the fluid outside of the cloud convects around the circular boundary and carries the perturbation.
The point 8 -0 corresponds to a stagnation point of the flow so there is no finite frequency there. Finally, from (21a) the assumption that the modes are strongly localized around the cloud boundary requires m >> 1.
To obtain analytic expressions for the growth rate of modes with 
(23b)
A is increased from zero, over the interval A < m the growth rate is roughly given by its k = 0 limit. For 1 « 2 2 2 ('a the growth rate decreases with kz as
Over this range kr = /2 z >> k 0ta cueOh od obcm more localized near the cloud boundary. For and (E) e 900.
In Fig. 2 we have taken the limit ve -en while e~ en °.
in Fig. 3 we consider the opposite limit, ve V vei >> Ven*
We note the following from Fig. 2 (the limit ven >> V ) . First, the en ei growth rate Y is a maximum when k -0, and decreases as 9 increases. z We also note that the stabilization point is independent of 6.
We now discuss Fig. 3 (the limit vei > > Ven) " First, for X -0 we note that Y decreases as 8 increases, while wr increases in magnitude; this is similar to the results in Fig. 2 . Second, in contrast to Fig. 2 , we find that a secondary maxima occurs in Y at A -36, and that for finite k modes at 9 -900 are unstable. This enhanced instability at finite values of k is due to the term proportional to (a -a )sin a in (20a). For 
A.
C4*0A
In
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this term is finite and positive for 0 < e < r. Finally, the modes are stable for sufficiently large A. The arrow in Fig. 3a denotes the stability condition given in (25b) for 9 -00; again this value is in excellent agreement with the numerical results.
B. Warm Plasma Limit: T * 0
We only analytically investigate modes at 8 -0 and again consider the
Equations (12) and (19) proportional to vin/ai in (26b) for kr. This approximation is justified for sufficiently large T (to be proven later).
For kz 0 0, the finite temperature corrections drop out of (26) and the growth rate reduces to Y -m YO as in the cold plasma limit. As k increases the second term on the right side of (26a) as 6 increases.
A secondary maxima (or plateau) in Y occurs for a finite ,..
value of k z . However, in contrast to Fig. 2 , the value of k z at marginal "%' stability increases with 6 so that the most difficult mode to stabilize is at 8 -90. Also, the value of k z at marginal stability is smaller than when T -O.
It is also illuminating to calculate the damping rate of the ( instability in the limit of very large ' z .
There are two modes of the system. The first damps at the ion diffusion rate,
and D -(cT/eB)vn/9 is the ion diffusion coefficient based on the total temperature T = Te + T i .
The second damps at the electron parallel diffusion rate 2
• a.
Y -k 2 D .(31)::
z l e % .
V. GLOBAL EIGENFUNCTIONS In Section III we derived a local dispersion equation [(12) and (19)] -
which was solved to obtain the growth rate Y(6) in Section IV. This local growth rate is peaked on the backside of the cloud (6 = 0). To obtain these solutions we take the growth rate in (12) and (19) Since this equation is first order in a/ae, there are no bounded solutions so that there are no exponentially growing global eigenmodes when k z is small. This result is consistent with previous calculations in the limit k z -0 where it was shown that the energy always cascades to lower poloidal mode numbers (Overman et al., 1983) . The local growth rate Csee (I)3 is
the approximate rate of increase of the amplitude of a broad spectrum of modes centered around k 9 .
--
We now consider the case where A >> 1 while k z is sufficiently small so that the terms proportional to Vn/i in (12a) and (12b) can be 2 neglected.
We also assume that Y >> k D and v >> v With these z le en ei"
constraints (12a) and (12b) .'
We first consider the limit T = 0 and expand V(8) around
The bound state solutions for this potential have eigenvalues
where n is a non-negative integer. The mode is localized on the backside of the cloud and has an angular width AO -A-1/2 << 1, which decreases with increasing k z . Thus, the expansion of V around 8 = 0 is valid for X >> 1.
Note also that higher order modes n, which have more structure in the
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-.. *--:.*%.*c* -**** . with local theory where Y increases with the poloidal mode number m.
The potential V in (34) is modified by finite thermal effects when
-YOX.
Comparing the magnitude of the various terms in (34), we find that the term proportional to (4y2).0 is of order A >> 1 larger than the remaining terms unless the terms within the bracket cancel.
We therefore look for a mode localized around the angle 80 defined by
Near 80 the potential assumes the form where n is again a non-negative integer. When < < YOX the growth reduces to the previous zero temperature result in (36). As w increases the growth rate decreases until the mode becomes stable at w 0 -Y 0 A or
The reduction of the growth rate in (39) is a consequence of the localization of the mode at an angle e 0 . 0. The growth rate in (39) can be rewritten as
At the marginal stability point, 8 0 . ir/2, i.e., the mode localizes in a region where there is no driving force. Above the threshold in (40) These two frequencies balance each other at the angle Bo given in (37). The mode localized at this angle has no real frequency and grows at the local growth rate corresponding to this angle. When the propagation rate due to the thermal effects is everywhere larger than the convection flow no localized solutions exist.
In this regime the E x B gradient drift instability is effectively stable since, unlike the limit where k z -0, the rate of propagation of the mode from the unstable backside of the cloud to the stable frontside exceeds the rate of growth of the mode. Convective amplification of perturbations in this finite kz limit is therefore not significant. 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have investigated the influence of finite parallel wavelength on the stability of a cylindrical plasma cloud. We first derived a dispersion W.
relation for the local growth rate Y(e) of the E x B gradient drift
. 2 instability, where e is the poloidal angle (8 -C on the "backside" of the Cloud as shown in Fig. 1) .
For sufficiently large values of the parallel wavenumber k the local growth rate is negative for all values of 8. In the cold plasma limit, eiin / the stability criterion is given in (25a) while in the warm plasma limit
[the inequality in (43) is reversed], the stability condition is given in (28b).
In both cases the lowest poloidal mode numbers are stabilized at .
the smallest values of k z .
We have 
the mode is completely stable. The physical mechanism which causes the localization at e 0 as well as the stabilization is illustrated in Fig. 
6b.
In the local dispersion relation the diamagnetic effects cause the Finally, we apply these results to the structuring of barium clouds -1i
and discuss their application to the sor-called "striation freezing" V % phenomenon (Linson and Meltz, 1972) . Basically, it has been observed that barium clouds released in the ionosphere structure because of the E x B gradient drift instability and develop field-.aligned striations. The first generation of striations can also undergo further structuring, at times, and break up into even smaller striations (i.e., smaller in size transverse to B ). This process, known as bifurcation, appears to continue until a minimum transverse scale size is reached (which we refer to as the "freezing scale length"). For barium clouds released at altitudes -180 km the freezing scale length is roughly 400 m (Prettie, 1985) . 
